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Plym     2014-2024     West England Forest District 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coupe Ref: 84305
Approx. 0.45 Ha

Fell all trees, but retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves on the boundary.

Coupe Ref: 84794
Approx. 1.97 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84465
Approx. 0.37 Ha

Fell all trees, but retain stable
individual and clumps of 
broadleaves on the boundary.

Coupe Ref: 84249
Approx. 0.78 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84559
Approx. 2.18 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84907
Approx. 0.39 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84843
Approx. 8.78 Ha

Fell all trees, but retain 
stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves
on the boundary.

Coupe Ref: 84296, 84528 & 84278
Approx. 2.71 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84712
Approx. 0.92 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves. Protect regenerating
understory.

Coupe Ref: 84882
Approx. 0.8 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84777
Approx. 0.56 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.

Coupe Ref: 84699
Approx. 3.55 Ha

Fell all conifer. Retain stable individual and
clumps of broadleaves where safe and 
appropriate to do so.
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